






















































































































































































































This paper aims to the make the clear reconstruction process of Toyama City through 
the public transit system. There broke out some serious problems like the severe decline of 
commercial activities in a shopping mall in the downtown area due to the location of large scale 
shopping store in the suburbs of the City and traffic congestion in built up area at the time of 
heavy snow fall. These problems were mainly triggered by rapid motorization since 1980.
In an attempt to settle these problems the author tried to find steps and procedures not only 
through documents but by visiting Europe where tram traffic had regained its importance as 
public transit.
He found that it was quite effective for making the city center more vigorous and attractive 
by setting a pedestrian zone by introducing trams into civic center from the suburbs. He also 
realized that trams could run faster than any other public transit when it snowed heavily.
So he made the following tram route plan: ①The tram starts from Iwasehama to Toyama 
Airport via Toyama Station, Jonankoen(Scientific Museum), Toyama Interchange, Toyama 
Gymnasium, Toyama Airport, and Toyama Sport Villege. The trams rununderground from 
Toyama Station to Jonankoen. ②making Loop Line in down town area. ③East line from down 
town area to Fujikosi town.
In 2006 his plan was realized almost in the same manner as his scheme: Toyama Portram 
Line. The first ever in Japan Light Rail Transit which took over former JR Toyama Port Line was 
launched. The City of Toyama is now making much effort to make the city more densely inhabited 
as a so-called “Compact City” by gathering population along the tram route and making the CBD 
area more active through giving financial incentives. These steps seems to be fairly effective for 
the goal.
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